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oraguy 1 day ago | parent | favorite | on: Ask HN: What's the largest amount of bad code you ...

Oracle Database 12.2.
It is close to 25 million lines of C code.
What an unimaginable horror! You can't change a single line of code in the product without breaking 1000s of existing tests. Generations of programmers have worked on
that code under difficult deadlines and filled the code with all kinds of crap.
Very complex pieces of logic, memory management, context switching, etc. are all held together with thousands of flags. The whole code is ridden with mysterious macros
that one cannot decipher without picking a notebook and expanding relevant pats of the macros by hand. It can take a day to two days to really understand what a macro
does.
Sometimes one needs to understand the values and the effects of 20 different flag to predict how the code would behave in different situations. Sometimes 100s too! I am
not exaggerating.
The only reason why this product is still surviving and still works is due to literally millions of tests!
Here is how the life of an Oracle Database developer is:
- Start working on a new bug.
- Spend two weeks trying to understand the 20 different flags that interact in mysterious ways to cause this bag.
- Add one more flag to handle the new special scenario. Add a few more lines of code that checks this flag and works around the problematic situation and avoids the bug.
- Submit the changes to a test farm consisting of about 100 to 200 servers that would compile the code, build a new Oracle DB, and run the millions of tests in a distributed
fashion.
- Go home. Come the next day and work on something else. The tests can take 20 hours to 30 hours to complete.
- Go home. Come the next day and check your farm test results. On a good day, there would be about 100 failing tests. On a bad day, there would be about 1000 failing
tests. Pick some of these tests randomly and try to understand what went wrong with your assumptions. Maybe there are some 10 more flags to consider to truly
understand the nature of the bug.
- Add a few more flags in an attempt to fix the issue. Submit the changes again for testing. Wait another 20 to 30 hours.
- Rinse and repeat for another two weeks until you get the mysterious incantation of the combination of flags right.
- Finally one fine day you would succeed with 0 tests failing.
- Add a hundred more tests for your new change to ensure that the next developer who has the misfortune of touching this new piece of code never ends up breaking your
fix.
- Submit the work for one final round of testing. Then submit it for review. The review itself may take another 2 weeks to 2 months. So now move on to the next bug to
work on.
- After 2 weeks to 2 months, when everything is complete, the code would be finally merged into the main branch.
The above is a non-exaggerated description of the life of a programmer in Oracle fixing a bug. Now imagine what horror it is going to be to develop a new feature. It takes
6 months to a year (sometimes two years!) to develop a single small feature (say something like adding a new mode of authentication like support for AD authentication).
The fact that this product even works is nothing short of a miracle!
I don't work for Oracle anymore. Will never work for Oracle again!

reply

nathan_f77 23 hours ago [-]

That is absolutely insane. I can't even begin to imagine the complexity of that codebase. I thought my Rails test suite was slow because it takes 4 minutes. If I wrote it in
C or C++ it would probably be 10 seconds.
I can't imagine a C/C++ application where the test suite takes 20-30 hours on a test farm with 100-200 servers. And if you can break 100-1000 tests with a single
change, it doesn't like things are very modular and isolated.
And 30 hours between test runs! I would definitely not take that job. That sounds like hell.
reply

Maro 21 hours ago [-]

It's a good exercise to imagine how the job would be sold. Things like this would definitely not come up in the interview process, instead they would sell you on "you
get to work on a cutting-edge db kernel that is running most of the Fortune 100s" or sth like that, which is true (!), but doesn't describe the day to day.
The best way to guess this is to extrapolate from the interview questions. If they ask you a lot of low-level debugging/macro/etc questions..
reply

oraguy 21 hours ago [-]

On the contrary, the interview was an ordinary one. The screening round consisted of very basic fizzbuzz type coding ability checks: Reversing a linked list,
finding duplicates in a list, etc.
Further rounds of interviews covered data structure problems (trees, hashtables, etc.), design problems, scalability problems, etc. It was just like any other
interview for software engineering role.
reply

alexeiz 14 hours ago [-]

"Well, your interviews went quite well. Now the final question: what would you do if you start losing your mind?"
reply

CoolGuySteve 6 hours ago [-]

"I'd like you to write a graph algorithm that traverses the abyss, the cosmic horror that consumes one's mind, that traverses twilight to the rim
of morning, that sees the depths of man's fundamental inability to comprehend.
Oh ya, the markers in here are pretty run down, let me pray to the old ones for some more"
reply

doctorless 5 hours ago [-]

Pretty sure I was asked that question in an Amazon interview.
reply

mlthoughts2018 20 hours ago [-]

Were you even given substantial time to ask the interviewers questions? In most interviews I’ve done, even later round interviews whether it’s a
finance company, start-up, FAANG, and companies of all sorts in between, I was given at most 5 minutes to ask questions after some dumb shit
whiteboard algo trivia.
reply

oraguy 20 hours ago [-]

I was given 5 minutes to ask questions after each round of interview. That part was ordinary too. That's what most of the other companies do
(FAANG or otherwise).
reply

sodafountan 15 hours ago [-]

The real risk is for people who are too young to know what to ask
reply

pavel_lishin 17 hours ago [-]

> The best way to guess this is to extrapolate from the interview questions.
Wouldn't you just ask the developers interviewing you outright, "can you walk me through an example of your day? How long does it take you to push out
code? What's testing like? Do you run tests locally, or use something like Jenkins?" etc.
reply

Endy 3 hours ago [-]

Most new hires are probably not being interviewed by devs, but either by 3rd-party recruiters or internal recruiters with HR. When I was working in
recruiting, the last thing either we or the client wanted was for the new hire to talk to either the person who they were replacing or any of the potential
coworkers. Heck, one internal recruiter I had to interface with at a company I choose not to disclose said to me, "can we ask if they read Hacker News?
There's some bad vibes about us there."
Which is when I got back on HN regularly :-)
(PS I did tell the internal person that there was no way that reading HN was related either to a BFOQ or other job requirement; and thus while it's not
illegal, it'd be highly suspicious.)
reply

osrec 21 hours ago [-]

Hell for the proactive go-getters, but paradise for people who enjoy any excuse for a bit of justifiable down time!
Q: Are you busy? A: Yes, in the middle of running tests...
reply

oraguy 21 hours ago [-]

That would have been fun but in reality there was no downtime. Developers like me were expected to work on two to three bugs/features at a time and
context switch between them.
If I submit my test jobs today to the farm, the results would come one or two days later, so I work on another bug tomorrow, and submit that. Day after
tomorrow, I return to the first bug, and so on.
reply

osrec 15 hours ago [-]

I understand. It was partially a tongue in cheek remark :)
reply

bayindirh 21 hours ago [-]

Obligatory XKCD: https://xkcd.com/303/
reply

mooreds 20 hours ago [-]

There's an xkcd comic for everything.
reply

bayindirh 20 hours ago [-]

Absolutely.
Maybe, if we pitch the idea to Randall, he may prove it. :)
reply

dhimes 20 hours ago [-]

Ha ha Turing Complete xkcd...
reply

bfuller 15 hours ago [-]

There just needs to be an xkcd about the "xkcd comic for everything" meme and the holographic simulated universe will come to completion.
reply

oaiey 21 hours ago [-]

The number is cool.
reply

_kst_ 9 hours ago [-]

Something I hadn't noticed before:
https://xkcd.com/403/
https://xkcd.com/404/
https://xkcd.com/405/
reply

recursive 15 hours ago [-]

Everybody needs a 303.
reply

knuffced 16 hours ago [-]

Tests in C/C++ run shockingly fast. I ported an application from Ruby to C++ and the tests ran in well under a second when it was taking 10+ seconds in Ruby.
Granted because of C++'s type system there were fewer tests, but it was fast enough that I kept thinking something was wrong.
reply

maksimum 14 hours ago [-]

Are you including the time to build/link the tests? This is especially true if you have a bunch of dependencies. Last time I worked on C++ tests most of my
time was spent on getting the tests to link quickly. Managed to get it from 25 minutes to 1 minute. But I'd rather have spent that time actually writing more
test cases, even if they took 10s to run.
reply

bufferoverflow 15 hours ago [-]

It's because Ruby is only of the slowest languages out there, and C/C++ is usually #1-#2 on many benchmarks.
reply

AtlasBarfed 14 hours ago [-]

You've violated the terms of service of Oracle Database by insinuating the codebase quality is in any way not superior to any and all competitors. No benchmarks or
comparisons may be performed on the Oracle Database Product under threat of grave bodily harm at the discretion of our very depraved CEO.
reply

njharman 9 hours ago [-]

Never having to use Oracle Database is a good result.
reply

yellowapple 5 hours ago [-]

I can hear the clamoring of lawyers eager to fundraise for Larry's next flying sailboat.
reply

Izkata 1 day ago [-]

A sentiment among members of a former team was that automated tests meant you didn't need to write understandable code - let the tests do the thinking for you.
This, and stuff like your story, are why I don't trust people who promote test-driven development as the best way to write clean APIs.
reply

acroback 15 hours ago [-]

TDD need to die. This is a curse.
There should be integration tests along with some property based tests and fuzzy tests. Usually catches a lot of things.Invest in monitoring and alerts too.
TDD is like relying on debugger to solve your problem. Is debugger a good tool? yes,it is a great tool. But using it as an excuse to avoid understanding what
happens under the hood is plain wrong.
The problem lies in industry where software engineering is not given any value but whoteboarding and solving puzzles is.
Software engineering is a craft honed over years of making mistakes and learning from them. You want code asap, kick experience engineers get codemonkeys in
and get a MVP.
Quality is not clever algorithm, but clear conscise logic. Code should follow the logic, not the other way around.
Clear > clever.
reply

c3534l 7 hours ago [-]

And yet tests seem to have made this massive garbage heap actually work and enable a lump of spaghetti to continue to operate as a viable product. It
doesn't mean you should write bad code, but it seems like if it can make even the most awful of code viable, then that's a pretty good system. The fact that
modern medicine allows the most beat up and desperate to continue to live on isn't an indictment against medicine, it's a testament to it. Don't write bad
code, sure. We can all agree to that. Don't prioritize testing? Why? To intentionally sabotage yourself so that you're forced to rewrite it from scratch or go out
of business?
reply

acdha 14 hours ago [-]

I’m sympathetic but this is too strong: what needs to die is dogma. TDD as a way of thinking about the API you’re writing is good but anything will become a
problem if you see it as a holy cause rather than a tool which is good only to the extent that it delivers results.
reply

christopoulos 12 hours ago [-]

I very much agree.
I remember when i realized that TDD shouldn't have such weight in our development as it had gotten (when it was high on the hype curve).
It was when we starting using a messaging infrastructure that made everything much more reliable and robust, and trough which we could start trusting the
infrastructure much more (not 100% though, of course).
It made me realize that the reason why we did this excessively large amount of tests (1800+) was because the fragile nature of a request/response-based
system and we therefore "had to make sure everything worked".
What I'm trying to get at here is thar TDD assumed the role of a large safety net to a problem we should have addressed in a different manner. After
introducing the messaging, we could replay messages that had failed. After this huge turning point tests were only used for what they should have only been
used for - ensuring predictable change in core functionality.
(our code also became easier to understand and more modular, but that's for another time...)
reply

kazinator 6 hours ago [-]

The problem with TDD is that the methodology wants to cover every change, no matter how internal, with some sort of external test.
Some changes are simply not testable, period.
No, you cannot always write a test which initially fails, and then passes when the change is made, and when this is the case. You should understand why that
is, and not try.
In some cases when you can, yet still should not. If a whole module is rewritten such that the new version satisfies all of the public contracts with the rest of
the code, then only those contracts need to be retested; we don't need new tests targeting internals.
It's because the old version wasn't targeted by such tests in the first place that it can be rewritten without upheaval.
reply

ddfx 13 hours ago [-]

I think TDD is the best way to develop (yet). Obviously tests are code, and if you write crappy highly-coupled tests you will end up with only much more
messy code. This is a clear example of bad testing. The greatest advantage of TDD is in design, everything should be modular and easy to unit test, so you
could:
- reproduce bug and verify your bugfix in matter of ms with proper unit test
- understand what code does
- change and refactor code whenever you want
You can tell from what is written that they are not following TDD. Redesign that codebase in an easy and clean to test design would require an exponential
effort and time compared to have it done step by step, but it would be worth it
reply

astrange 10 hours ago [-]

A unit test is the least useful kind of test. It requires your design to be "easy to unit test" instead of simple, and if you change something and have to
rewrite the test you might miss some logic in both pieces.
Plus the tests never break on their own because they're modular, and each time you run a test that was obviously going to pass, you've wasted your
time.
As long as you have code coverage, better to have lots of asserts and real-world integration tests.
reply

int_19h 9 hours ago [-]

In my opinion, the only thing that is valuable about unit tests is more appropriately captured in form of function, class and module contracts (as in
"design by contract"). Unfortunately very few languages are adopting DbC.
Functional tests now, that's another matter. But a lot of TDD dogmatism is centered on unit tests specifically. And that results in a lot of code being
written that doesn't actually contribute to the product, and that is there solely that you can chop up the product into tiny bits and unit test them
separately. Then on the test side you have tons of mocks etc. I've seen several codebases where test code far exceeded the actual product code in
complexity - and that's not a healthy state of affairs.
reply

lojack 7 hours ago [-]

In more recent times I've seen some growth in interest around contract testing. Unit tests are immensely more useful when paired with contract
tests, but unfortunately without them they tend to be more of a hassle. At its essence integrations are a form of a contract, but those suffer
their own problems. In rspec you have 'instance_double' which is a form of a contract test as well, but not really sufficient for proper testing
IMO. The current state from what I've seen is a little lackluster, but I wouldn't be surprised to see a growth in contract testing libraries for a
variety of languages popping up.
reply

iopq 10 hours ago [-]

I had some tests on my codebase, but eventually only documentation and integration tests remained.
So let's look at a simplified example.
https://bitbucket.org/iopq/fizzbuzz-in-rust
My tests are in the test folder. They are actually superfluous since integration tests test for the same thing.
I cannot break up the program in a way that would unit test a smaller piece of it in more detail. They only tests I can add would be to test the
command line driver
reply

lojack 11 hours ago [-]

I'm confused by your comment. Your premise is that TDD should die, and your support is comparing it to a "great tool". Should TDD really die, or should
people just stop treating things as a silver bullet? I personally love TDD, it helps me reason about my interfaces and reduces some of the more cumbersome
parts of development. I don't expect everyone to use TDD and I don't use it all the time. Similarly I'd never tell someone debuggers should die and they
should never use a debugger if thats something that would help them do their job.
reply

iopq 10 hours ago [-]

The thing is, when I spend a lot of time thinking about how to make my program type-safe all of my unit tests become either useless or no-ops
Integration tests easily survive refactoring, on the other hand
reply

lojack 7 hours ago [-]

Unit tests are a side effect of TDD, they don't have to be the goal. I'd find value out of TDD even if I deleted all of my tests after. It sounds like
your problems are around unit tests, and that is neither something required to TDD nor is it something limited to just TDD.
The problem with integration tests is they are slow and grow exponentially. If they aren't growing exponentially then there's probably large
chunks of untested code. Unit tests suffer their own problems, like you said they can be useless because of a reliance on mocking, they can also
be brittle and break everywhere with small changes.
Ultimately any good suite of tests needs some of both. Unit tests to avoid exponential branching of your integration tests, and integration tests
to catch errors related to how your units of code interact. I've experienced plenty of bad test suites, many of them are because of poorly written
unit tests, but its often the poorly written integration tests that cause problems as well. As with most things, its all about a healthy balance.
reply

iopq 1 hour ago [-]

No, like in some programs when I figure out how to do it correctly the unit tests are either complete tautologies or integration tests.
Then there are the "write once, never fail ever" tests. Okay, so the test made sense when I wrote the code. I will never touch that part
ever again because it works perfectly. Why do I keep running them every time?
reply

danellis 14 hours ago [-]

What about TDD requires not understanding the code?
reply

api 9 hours ago [-]

TDD is yet another in a long line of "methodologies" that don't work. Tests are not a bad thing of course. The problem comes when you turn testing into an
ideology and try to use it as a magic fix for all your problems. Same goes for "agile," etc.
Programming is a craft. Good programmers write good code. Bad programmers write bad code. No methodology will make bad programmers write good code,
but bureaucratic bullshit can and will prevent good programmers from working at their best. The only way to improve the output of a bad programmer is to
mentor them and let them gain experience.
reply

pmarreck 1 day ago [-]

TDD doesn't think for you, it merely validates your own existing understanding/mental model and forces you to come up with it upfront. This is hardly a thing to be
mistrustful about, unless you work with idiots.
reply

mannykannot 21 hours ago [-]

You are right about that, but having code that passes a given test suite doesn't say anything about its secondary qualities, such as whether it can be
understood. In theory, a failing test could improve your understanding of the situation, allowing you to refactor your initial pass at a solution, but I would bet
that on this particular code base, the comprehension-raising doesn't go far enough, in most cases, for this to be feasible.
reply

Huggernaut 47 minutes ago [-]

That seems orthogonal to testing though. Implementation code can be hard to understand with or without a test suite, at least with test, as you point
out, you may be able to understand the behaviour at some higher abstraction.
reply

bryanrasmussen 1 day ago [-]

ok but from reading a lot of the comments on HN it sounds like many posters here think that they do work with idiots.
reply

YeGoblynQueenne 18 hours ago [-]

Those idiots probably also think the same, though.
reply

setr 15 hours ago [-]

If everyone’s an idiot tbinking they’re surrounded by idiots, then TDD has no hope to ever succeed !
reply

pmarreck 1 day ago [-]

Touché!
reply

danmaz74 23 hours ago [-]

> TDD doesn't think for you
I totally agree, but I met several programmers who think the opposite.
reply

wutbrodo 15 hours ago [-]

Yup, in static vs dynamic conversations, I invariably see someone dismiss the value of compiler enforcement by claiming that you should be writing unit tests to
cover these cases anyway. Every time I say a silent prayer that I never end up working with the person I'm talking to haha.
reply

sooheon 1 day ago [-]

Rich Hickey called it guard rail driven programming. You'll never drive where you want to go if you just get on the highway and bump off the guard rails.
reply

carlmr 1 day ago [-]

Except that's a really bad analogy. It's more like you set up guard rails, and every time your vehicle hits a guard rail you change the algorithm it uses for
navigation until it can do a whole run without hitting a guard rail.
I've experienced myself how the code quality of proper TDD code can be amazing. However it needs someone to still actually care about what they're doing.
So it doesn't help with idiots.
reply

mannykannot 20 hours ago [-]

It is not be a good analogy for TDD as properly practiced, but it seems to be very fitting for the situation described at the top of this thread, and that is
far from being a unique case.
reply

corobo 21 hours ago [-]

> Except that's a really bad analogy. It's more like
The response to every analogy ever made on the internet. Can we stop using them yet?
reply

carlmr 22 minutes ago [-]

Spot on: "Analogies: Analogies are good tools for explaining a concept to someone for the first time. But because analogies are imperfect they
are the worst way to persuade. All discussions that involve analogies devolve into arguments about the quality of the analogy, not the underlying
situation." - Scott Adams, creator of Dilbert (I know he's quite controversial since the election, but he's on point here) in
https://blog.dilbert.com/2016/12/21/how-to-be-unpersuasive/
reply

sooheon 23 hours ago [-]

I don't think it's a generous analogy, but it's poking fun at being test DRIVEN, rather than driver driven. I think he'd agree with you that it's the
thinking and navigating and "actually caring about what they're doing" that matters. Tests are a tool to aid that. Tests don't sit in the driver's seat.
reply

mikekchar 21 hours ago [-]

Yeah. To me "test driven" really means that I write code under the constraints that it has to make writing my tests sensible and easy. This turns
out to improve design in a large number of cases. There are lots of other constraints you can use that tend to improve design as well (method
size, parameter list size, number of object attributes, etc are other well known ones). But "test driven" is a nice catch phrase.
reply

specialist 19 hours ago [-]

Nice imagery. I like it.
The other commenters made me think of the kids game Operation. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_(game)
How about shock collar programming? Or electric fence programming? Or block stacking (Jenga) programming.
Good times.
reply

posedge 10 hours ago [-]

I don't see how this is an argument against TDD. Apparently a whole slew of things went wrong in this project but that doesn't imply that testing is the cause of
them.
reply

YeGoblynQueenne 18 hours ago [-]

The problem with TDD is that a dedicated developer can always make a test pass- the how is another matter.
reply

celvro 11 hours ago [-]

when(mockObject.getVar()).thenReturn(1); assertEquals(1, mockObject.getVar());
test passes boss!
reply

gjmacd 21 hours ago [-]

You described the early part of my career in software to a T.
I worked for a mini-computer company in the 1980's that ported Oracle (I'm thinking the version stamp was 22.1 when I was there from 1986-1990). It was one GIANT
mess of standard "C" with makefiles that were in some ways larger and more complex than some of the actual kernel code it was building!
Took 24 hours to build the product... lol
reply

Oren-T 14 hours ago [-]

Now pick almost any other category-leading software product and you will find a similar situation.
The category-leading product is probably from one of the earliest companies in the field, if not the first. They have the oldest and cruftiest code - and the manpower to
somehow keep it working. It is definitely not the fastest and definitely not the most stable. But they do have the resources to make sure it supports all the third party
integrations and features important for the big customers.
I have encountered exactly this same situation on several different fields and categories.
At at time when I was a complete open source fanatic in the early 2000s it suddenly made me realize how Microsoft actually had much better quality software than most
big proprietary software vendors.
reply

pocketprotector 16 hours ago [-]

I am a current Oracle employee and blame a lot of the mistakes on the overseas development team in india. They are (not all but enough to matter) terrible programmers,
but hey when you can throw 10 Indian programmers at a problem for the cost of one American... You can blame your blated mismanaged code base on their management
over there. This is likely do to the attrition and generally less talented and less autonomous engineering style.
There is a clear difference between code developed AND maintained in the US vs. code that was developed in India, or code developed in USA and given to Indian
developers to manage support. Nothing against Indians, but Ive been around the block and there seems to be a lesser quality of code from that part of the world and
companies justifyvit in cost savings.
reply

oraguy 15 hours ago [-]

I have not found this to be true at all. I have seen both US and Indian developers adding good code as well as ugly code to the Oracle Database product.
The actual damage was done much before I had joined Oracle. It appears that somewhere in the early 2000s, the Oracle codebase went from manageable to
sphagetti monster. The changelog showed more changes from US developers than Indian developers at that time. Once the damage was done, all developers
whether from the US or India now need to follow this painful process to fix bugs and add features.
reply

austenallred 16 hours ago [-]

The notion of tests that take 20 hours blows my mind.
The notions of tests written in C that take 20 hours I can't even fathom.
reply

rubber_duck 15 hours ago [-]

I'm going to guess a lot of these are integration tests, not unit tests (simply going off execution time).
At that point, for DB testing, I doubt it matters what language test are written in, it's going to be mostly about setting up and tearing down the environment over
and over.
reply

jmarchello 13 hours ago [-]

> The only reason why this product is still surviving and still works is due to literally millions of tests!
Lesson learned. Always write tests. Your business will depend on it.
reply

maltalex 13 hours ago [-]

One one hand, sure. They're still able to ship a working product despite having an abysmal code base. That's an excellent end result that must not be
underestimated. Perhaps the problem that code base solves is really that difficult and there's no other way.
But on the other hand, over-reliance on tests is one of the reasons they ended up in this situation in the first place. It's like the car safety engineer's joke - How do
you make cars safer? Install a knife in the middle of the steering wheel pointed at the driver.
When we're too sure that some safety feature will save us, we forget to be careful.
reply

satanic_pope 1 day ago [-]

Good lord, just reading it can cause panic attack.
reply

christophilus 20 hours ago [-]

It literally gave me a sinking feeling. I’d quit that job on day 0.
reply

nicoburns 20 hours ago [-]

I think this validates my view that testing is important, but keeping the codebase clean, readable and modular is more important!
reply

humanrebar 20 hours ago [-]

Why not both?
reply

frogpelt 17 hours ago [-]

Yes, both. But maybe one is more important?
reply

mrkarim 10 hours ago [-]

I'd argue the tests is more important for example Oracle is still the leading commercial DB, If your product works people will buy it.
reply

eismcc 1 day ago [-]

At least there are tests!
reply

gnulinux 1 day ago [-]

Tests that run for 30 hours is an indication that nobody bothered writing unittests. If you need to run all tests after changing X, it means X is NOT tested. Instead
you need to rely on integrations tests catching Xs behavior.
reply

oraguy 21 hours ago [-]

> Tests that run for 30 hours is an indication that nobody bothered writing unittests.
Yes, they were not unit tests. There was no culture of unit tests in the Oracle Database development team. A few people called it "unit tests" but they either
said it loosely or they were mistaken.
Unit test would not have been effective because every area of the code was deeply entangled with everything else. They did have the concept of layered code
(like a virtual operting system layer at the bottom, a memory management layer on top of that, a querying engine on top of that, and so on) but over the
years, people violated layers and wrote code that called an upper layer from lower layer leading to a big spaghetti mess. A change in one module could cause
a very unrelated module to fail in mysterious ways.
Every test was almost always an integration test. Every test case restarted the database, connected to the database, created tables in it, inserted test data
into it, ran queries, and compared the results to ensure that the observed results match the expected results. They tried to exercise every function and every
branch condition in this manner with different test cases. The code coverage was remarkable though. Some areas of the code had more than 95% test
coverage while some other areas had 80% or so coverage. But the work was not fun.
reply

danpalmer 17 hours ago [-]

I'm amazed that it had that many tests that took that long, but ONLY had 80-95% coverage. I understand the product is huge, but that's crazy.
reply

contender_x 15 hours ago [-]

I do. It's about state coverage: every Boolean flag doubles the possible state of that bit of code: now you need to run everything twice to retain
the coverage.
FWIW, I know people who work on SQL processing (big data Hive/Spark, not RDMBS), and a recurrent issue is that an optimisation which
benefits most people turns out to be pathologically bad for some queries for some users. Usually those with multiple tables with 8192 columns
and some join which takes 4h at the best of times, now takes 6h and so the overnight reports aren't ready in time. And locks held in the process
are now blocking some other app which really matters to the businesses existence. These are trouble because they still "work" in the pure 'same
outputs as before', it's just the side effects can be be so disruptive.
reply

JaRail 13 hours ago [-]

Writing tests for error handling can be a pain. You write your product code to be as robust as possible but it isn't always clear how to trigger the
error conditions you can detect. This is especially true with integration tests.
reply

danmaz74 23 hours ago [-]

I beg to differ. Having to run the full test suite to catch significant errors is an indication that the software design isn't (very) modular, but it has nothing to do
with unit tests. Unit tests do not replace service/integration/end to end tests, they only complement them - see the "test pyramid".
I think it's important to point this out, because one of the biggest mistakes I'm seeing developers do these days is relying too much on unit tests (especially
on "behavior" tests using mocks) and not trying to catch problems at a higher level using higher level tests. Then the code gets deployed and - surprise
surprise - all kinds of unforeseen errors come out.
Unit tests are useful, but they are, by definition, very limited in scope.
reply

TickleSteve 20 hours ago [-]

(terminology nazi mode)
"... is an indication that the software design isn't (very) decoupled ".
You can be modular without being properly decoupled from the other modules.
reply

danmaz74 9 hours ago [-]

Hmmm... you have a point, but then, shouldn't it be "decoupled into modules"?
reply

mdcb 15 hours ago [-]

But then are your modules really modular?
reply

avisser 15 hours ago [-]

In a C/C++ world, a module is usually defined as a file/.dll/.so on disk. So highly-coupled modules are still modules.
reply

TickleSteve 20 hours ago [-]

Always test "outside-in", i.e. integration tests first, then if you can afford it, unit tests.
Integration tests test those things you're going to get paid for... features & use-cases.
Having a huge library of unit tests freezes your design and hampers your ability to modify in the future.
reply

mercer 19 hours ago [-]

While I see some value in the red-green unit testing approach, I've found the drawbacks to often eclipse the advantages, especially under real-world
time constraints.
In my day to day programming, when I neglect writing tests, the regret is always about those that are on the side of integration testing. I'm okay with
not testing individual functions or individual modules even. But the stuff that 'integrates' various modules/concerns is almost always worth writing tests
for.
reply

mooreds 20 hours ago [-]

Love the idea of this.
In my experience it's far easier to introduce testing by focusing on unit testing complicated, stateless business logic. The setup is less complex, the
feedback cycle is quick, and the value is apparent ("oh gosh, now I understand all these edge cases and can change this complicated code with more
confidence"). I think it also leads to better code at the class/module/function level.
In my experience once a test (of any kind) saves a developer from a regression, they become far more amenable to writing more tests.
That said I think starting with integration tests might be a good area of growth for me.
reply

TickleSteve 19 hours ago [-]

In general, I test those things that relate to the application, not those about the implementation.
i.e. Test business logic edge-cases, don't test a linked-list implementation... that's just locking your design in.
reply

int_19h 9 hours ago [-]

Writing functional tests is easy when you have a clear spec. If you do, tests are basically the expression of that spec in code. Conversely,
if they're hard to write, that means that your spec is underspecified or otherwise deficient (and then, as a developer, ideally, you go bug
the product manager to fix that).
reply

mooreds 17 hours ago [-]

Right, like I said "complicated business logic". I agree completely, I have no desire to test a library or framework (unless it's proven to
need it).
reply

macca321 17 hours ago [-]

For those who want to know more about this approach: see Ian Cooper - TDD, Where Did It All Go Wrong https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=EZ05e7EMOLM
I post this all the time, it's like free upvotes :)
reply

adrianN 23 hours ago [-]

Integration tests are pretty important in huge codebases with complex interactions. Unit tests are of course useful to shorten the dev cycle, but you need to
design your software to be amenable to unit testing. Bolting them onto a legacy codebase can be really hard.
reply

Tharkun 14 hours ago [-]

If you're only writing tests at the unit level, you might as well not bother. And it's always good to run all tests after any change, it's entirely too easy for the
developer to have an incomplete understanding of the implications of a change. Or for another developer to misuse other functionality, deliberately or
otherwise.
reply

theshrike79 22 hours ago [-]

In large systems you can unit test your code within an inch of its life and it can still fail in integration tests.
reply

semicolon_storm 1 day ago [-]

It could also be that the flags are so tangled together that a change to one part of the system can break many other parts that are completely unrelated.
Sure you can run a unit test for X, but what about Y? Retesting everything is all you can do when everything is so tangled you can’t predict what a change
could effect.
reply

hprobotic 1 day ago [-]

How about XS Max =]]
reply

aleksanderhan 15 hours ago [-]

Sounds like a way an reinforcement learning algorithm could write code.
reply

gabriel34 1 day ago [-]

Really surprising considering that Oracle is the standard for serious enterprise databases. Not really surprising when you consider Oracle's other bug ridden offerings
(probably not as thoroughly tested). Makes me fear for Oracle 18c.
reply

cntlzw 1 day ago [-]

Not surprising at all. There code might be not performance, maintainable or good looking by developer standards but as OP said they have a gazillion of test cases
that make sure oracle db runs and doesn’t produce weird outcomes.
reply

jpatokal 23 hours ago [-]

Totally unsurprising if you've ever worked with Oracle. The layers upon layers of legacy cruft are plainly visible even in simple things like the GUI installers.
reply

C1sc0cat 20 hours ago [-]

I remember an oracle forms product based product I helped develop to install on end users pc's required several oracle products installing - which meant 14
or 15 Floppy disks to be used in the right order.
reply

avisser 15 hours ago [-]

The fact that the first version shipped in 1979 has to contribute to this as well.
The field of software engineering has matured a lot since then.
reply

philjohn 12 hours ago [-]

I mean, PostgreSQL can trace its roots back to 1982's INGRES ... and UNIX started in 1969.
There are quite a few very old projects that don't have the same level of cruft as Oracle; it epitomises a Sales Division driven culture.
How many of those switches (that now need to be supported and tested) are because some functionality was promised to a large contract, and so it
just had to be done? I would wager a good number.
reply

srkigo 11 hours ago [-]

How can it have millions of tests with 25 million lines of code? How many lines of code is there including the code in the tests?
reply

oraguy 7 hours ago [-]

The 25 million lines of code is only the source code of Oracle Database written in C.
The test cases are written in a domain specific language named OraTst which is developed and maintained only within Oracle. OraTst is not available outside Oracle.
The OraTst DSL looks like a mixture of special syntax to restart database, compare results of queries, change data configuration, etc. and embedded SQL queries to
populate database and retrieve results.
I don't know how many more millions of lines of code the tests add. Assuming every test takes about 25 lines of code on an average (every test used to consume
about half of my screen to a full screen), we can estimate that the tests themselves consume close to another additional 25 million lines of code to 50 million lines
of code.
reply

eigenspace 11 hours ago [-]

You can have automated test generation. I'd imagine with a database system, you'd have a big list of possible ingredients to a query and then go thorugh a series of
nested for loops to concatenate them together and make sure each permutation works separately. That can easily make for thousands of tests with only a few lines
of code.
reply

pkroll 11 hours ago [-]

Along with what eigenspace said, check out SQLite's Testing page: https://www.sqlite.org/testing.html (the project has 711 times as much test code and scripts, as
code). You can go really far... and still miss things on occasion.
reply

sebslomski 1 day ago [-]

Fingers crossed that there are no merge conflicts & conflicting tests.
reply

kamaal 19 hours ago [-]

Everyone's on the same 2 month like schedules, so I guess that won't be much of a problem.
reply

coldcode 14 hours ago [-]

Sounds like working on batch apps on mainframes in the 70's, one compile/run cycle a day, next morning get a 1 foot high printed stack of core dump.
reply

swarnie_ 1 day ago [-]

As someone who codes an ERP app built on 12.2 this comment resonated with me in ways you can't begin to imagine.
reply

HauntedMidget 14 hours ago [-]

Thank you. I had a really rough day caused by the project I inherited. Doesn't seem so bad in comparison now.
reply

ivoribeiro 12 hours ago [-]

I love my job
reply

api 18 hours ago [-]

Code like this makes me think of the famous line from the film version of Hellraiser: "I have such sights to show you..."
Contrast PostgreSQL or... uhh... virtually any other database. Oracle's mess is clearly a result of bad management, not a reflection of the intrinsic difficulty of the problem
domain.
reply

ternaryoperator 3 hours ago [-]

Nonsense. The problem domain you dismiss is hideously complicated. Oracle DB and PostgreSQL are entirely different classes of products. No airline runs its
reservation system on PostreSQL. That's not a coincidence.
reply

castathrowaway 4 hours ago [-]

The KDB+ database has been around for 20 years.
The executable is ~ 500kb.
Enterprise software is gross.
reply
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